A dynamic flow-shop is considered consisting of one slow and one fast machine. Production capacaties of both machines vary randomly according to a Markov chain whose transition rates are consistent with the time scale of the fast machine. Problem of minimization of a discounted cost of manufacturing is formulated. A conjecture is presented regarding the asymptotic behaviour of the value function for the above problem when the separation of slow and fast time scales becomes singular. Natural conditions are formulated under which the conjecture is might be satisfied, hence this note is a report on work in progress.
Formulation of the problem
Notation and terminology used throughout this note are similar to those used in the book by Sethi and Zhang [5] .
We consider a twc-machine dynamic flow-shop characterized by the presence of slow and fast operating machines. The vector process of capacities on both machines is denoted by k ( t ) = ( k l ( t ) , k z ( t ) ) , and is assumed to be a Markov process such that ki(t) E {O,mi},mi > 0 , i E 1 , 2 . The infinitesimal generator matrix for the process IC(.) is denoted by Q = [qij] . By v ( t ) = ( w l ( t ) , wz(t)) we denote a vector process of production intensities for the two machines, with v i ( t ) E [ 0 , 1 ] , i = 1 , 2 . Now, let E > 0 be a small constant representing the ratio between slow and fast time regimes in our system. We additionally assume that the capacities of both machines change with rate that is consistent with the fast time regime. Considering the first machine as the fast one, and second machine as the slow one we obtain the following dynamical model of the flow-shop: are the production rates, y is a compatibility constant, and z is a constant demand rate.
A
We impose the following constraint on the state of the first buffer:
state of IC(t), and for
representing the states of the two buffers we define
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where (Y > 0, and consider the following optimization problem, $ $ E [~, [ h . (~l ( S ) , z Z ) (2.3) Let us denote the value of the limsup in the formulation of (P;"') by h (~2 , a).
A limit conjecture
We impose the following conditions,
